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REVIEWS BY NICHOLAS PICKARD

SATURN’S RETURN

Tough love ... Toby Moore and Leeanna Walsman play a couple at the crossroads. Photo: Tracey Schramm

CRITIC’S RATING 7/10
WHARF 1, SYDNEY THEATRE
COMPANY
UNTIL AUGUST 30
TICKETS $30-$75
BOOKINGS (02) 9250 1777

WE’VE all had our first love. For
some, it may be the first and only. For
others, it conjures up the nostalgia of
youth when at twentysomething, you
think the world is at your feet and the
possibilities are endless.

Zara (Leeanna Walsman) and Matt
(Toby Moore) are a couple seven
years into their relationship and they
are both on the cusp of hitting that
infamous phenomenon – Saturn’s
Return – with all the anxiety,
questions and considerations that go
with it.

The 28th year is believed by many
to be a type of spring awakening. To
astrologers it’s the time when the

planet Saturn completes its cycle and
returns to the place it held when you
were born.

Zara and Matt have travelled
together, had threesomes, they’ve
lived together and they have great
sex. But Toby notices something
shifting when Zara hesitates to reply
when he tells her he loves her.

When Brendan (Matt Zeremes), an
old school friend of Zara’s, comes
back into her life she starts to look
outside of her relationship for
possibilities and for the first time
considers Matt might not be what
she wants. Suggesting another
threesome, Matt is quick to please his
partner (and even score some pills),
but even that might not be enough
as the return of the ringed planet
approaches her.

Written by Tommy Murphy, this
play was such a hit on the Sydney
Theatre Company’s Wharf 2 stage
last year that artistic directors
Andrew Upton and Cate Blanchett
saw reason to elevate it into the Main

Stage program. The cleverness of
Murphy’s writing is the way it so
tenderly encapsulates this period of
life while at the same time giving it
a tension as Zara’s big moment
approaches. It has an appeal such
that anyone on either side of 28 can
either appreciate it with a fond
reflection, or see it with the
apprehension it deserves.

With a revolving set design by
Adam Gardnir and directed by David
Berthold, this production
unfortunately fails to fully grasp the
underlying tension in Murphy’s
writing and comes off a little two-
dimensional. The three actors
competently perform their roles but
they don’t seem to be on the same
page in the way they relate to the
audience or each other.

Despite this, Murphy’s ear for
dialogue proves he is a writer coming
of age himself. He has the gift of being
able to underlay everyday text with
an energy that many writers are often
unable to grasp.

FIDELIO

Prison intrigue ... Peter Coleman-Wright
(Don Pizarro) and Conal Coad (Rocco) in
Beethoven’s Fidelio. Photo: Branco Gaica

CRITIC’S RATING 8/10
SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
UNTIL AUGUST 29
TICKETS $68-$256
BOOKINGS (02) 9250 7777

WHEN Florestan, the personal
enemy of the tyrannical prison
governor Don Pizarro, screams out
from the squalor in his isolated jail
cell at the beginning of the second
act, the full force of the tragedy of
Ludwig van Beethoven’s only opera
hits you.

Fidelio comes from the name
Florestan’s (Julian Gavin) wife
Leonore (Elizabeth Stannard)
assumes as she infiltrates her way
into the prison to free her falsely
accused husband.

Dressing and assuming the gait of
a man, Leonore starts working for
the much more personable jailer’s
assistant, Rocco (Conal Coad). Not
aware of her true identity, his
daughter, Marzelline, falls for the
man they now know as Fidelio.

Fearful of a prison inspection by
the Minister of State, Don Fernando
(Warwick Fyfe), Don Pizarro (Peter
Coleman-Wright) hatches a plan to
kill Florestan, whom he has
imprisoned unjustly. Just as he is
about to commit the deed, Leonore
reveals herself and stands between
her husband and his aggressor.

Performed in German, this opera
is based on the reign of terror that
plagued Europe in the late-18th
century. It is a stunning work that
has Beethoven’s signature contrasts
between lighter and weightier
tempos. The quartet in the first act is
truly beautiful, as is the final scene

involving Don Fernando, Florestan
and an ecstatic crowd.

The principals are wonderful,
particularly Fyfe, Gavin and Coad.

To her credit, Stannard performed
admirably after assuming the title
role only a day before opening, after
Nicole Youl fell ill. With conductor
Jonathan Darlington at the helm, the
music sometimes lingers a little too
long during the longer meditative
solos and could do with some
directorial inspiration from Michael
Hampe to keep the energy going.
Nevertheless, the production always
recovers quickly and carries the
highs of the vocal score stunningly.

HOT TICKETS

Somestringsattached
In Avenue Q the puppets have dreams, fears and
sex lives, just like us, writes ASHLEIGH DOLLIN.

Material wealth ... Mitchell Butel, Princeton, Kate Monster and Michala Banas. Photo: Pat Scala

THEATRE
She’s only in her mid-20s but Polish writer
Dorota Maslowska is already causing waves
in Europe with her confrontational style. As
part of New Theatre’s New Directions
season, Maslowska’s play, A Couple of
Poor, Polish-Speaking Romanians, will be
presented this week. Maslowska was a
published novelist at the age of 19. This, her

first play, is a punk drug-trip joyride that
confronts middle-class sensibilities

when faced with poverty. This is
Europe without the nostalgia — a
Europe when the barriers have
come down and your
neighbours are banging on the
door. It’s on at the New
Theatre, 542 King Street,
Newtown, from Wednesday to
Saturday. Tickets $22.
Bookings 1300 306 776.

NICHOLAS PICKARD

I
t looks like Sesame Street. It
sounds like Sesame Street. But
something is seriously amiss in
Avenue Q. Puppets having sex?
Binge drinking and

downloading internet porn?
Avenue Q’s puppets are a jaded

bunch, admits Michala Banas, who
plays man-eating cabaret singer
Lucy the Slut and sweet kindergarten
teacher Kate Monster.

‘‘It is shocking but at the same
time it’s got this really lovely heart,’’
she says. ‘‘You start feeling
something for little bits of fur.’’

Set in New York City, Avenue Q is
a Broadway musical that takes
Sesame Street to the gutter,
swapping the ABCs for sex and debt.

Learning how to make two
puppets with no lower limbs have
sex is difficult, says Mitchell Butel,
who plays closeted Republican
investment banker Rod and
twentysomething Princeton, who is
fresh out of college and searching for
his purpose in life.

Although the puppets don’t have
‘‘rude bits’’, Butel says it still looks
pretty graphic.

‘‘The rehearsals were hilarious,’’ he
says. ‘‘Princeton has sex with Kate
Monster. We tried all these different
Kama Sutra positions. ‘You go on top
and I’ll go under here.’ Needless to say,

I got to know Michala very quickly.’’
Instead of operating a puppet

behind a black curtain, the actors are
visible on stage, performing in
tandem with their puppet.

‘‘It’s like you see the performance
in stereo,’’ Butel says. ‘‘You get the
comedy stuff from the puppets and
nuance from the humans. It’s a really
nice balance.’’

The Australian cast, which
comprises 11 humans and nine
puppets, is close-knit, according to
Banas, who makes her stage debut in
Avenue Q after roles on McLeod’s
Daughters and Neighbours.

‘‘I’m lucky the cast and crew have
been really supportive,’’ she says.
‘‘They’ve been very kind to me
because I didn’t know what I was
doing and it’s all been relatively
seamless.’’

Butel says Avenue Q’s puppets
share similar lives to Sydneysiders:
‘‘The Kate Monster and Princeton
night out of binging and sex is
something that I’m sure Sydney
people have experienced a lot of
as well, so they will connect with
the characters.’’

Avenue Q plays at Theatre Royal in
the city from next Sunday. $59.90 to
$79.90. Phone 1300 795 012 or see
www.avenueqthemusical.com.au.

DEALING WITH CLAIR

CRITIC’S RATING 6/10
STABLES THEATRE
UNTIL AUGUST 15
TICKETS $15-$30
BOOKINGS (02) 8002 4772

BRITISHplaywright MartinCrimp
hasa uniquewayof portrayingthe
worldthat makesit feel likeit isrotting
fromits urbancore.With aSydney
TheatreCompany productionofthe
morerecent TheCity currently
playing, it is interestingto seehis
earlierwork inthis 1988 play.

Clair (Laura Brent) is a young real
estate agent not long out of school
and trying to make her way on her
own. Middle-class couple Liz (Sarah
Becker) and Mike (Ed Wightman)
want to sell their four-bedroom
house, which they share with an
Italian nanny (Kelly Paterniti) and
their baby daughter.

Wealthy art dealer James (Boris
Brkic) is prepared to pay cash but
Clair suddenly finds herself stuck in
the middle of a game of trust, loyalty
and hard bargains.

Crimp’s plays are tricky in the way
that the first half always sound like a
radio play, as characters explain a lot
but do very little, and this production
doesn’t quite lift before interval.

During the second act, however,
the action picks up and the
characters swiftly become much
more empowered.

Directed by Cristabel Sved and
with an excellent cage-like design by
William Bobbie Stewart, this is a
production that hasn’t quite united
the two halves but still manages
to capture Crimp’s mysterious
urban landscape.


